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a b s t r a c t

We investigate the performance of air-breathing laminar flow-based fuel cells (LFFCs) operated with
five different fuels (formic acid, methanol, ethanol, hydrazine, and sodium borohydride) in either acidic
or alkaline media. The membraneless LFFC architecture enables interchangeable operation with differ-
ent fuel and media combinations that are only limited by the actual anode catalyst used. Furthermore,
eywords:
FFC
embraneless fuel cell

aminar flow
node characterization

operating under alkaline conditions significantly improves methanol and ethanol oxidation kinetics and
stabilizes sodium borohydride. LFFCs operated with hydrazine and sodium borohydride as fuels exhibit
power densities of 80 and 101 mW/cm2, respectively. To optimize anode performance, particularly for
ethanol electro-oxidation, we introduced a hydrogen cathode to the membraneless LFFC design which
renders the cell an ideal platform for anode investigation. Here, we highlight two simple diagnostic meth-
ods, in situ single electrode studies and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), for characterizing

rman
ydrogen cathode and optimizing the perfo

. Introduction

A continuously growing need for miniaturized power sources
or portable electronic applications has promoted the develop-

ent of many novel micro-scale fuel cells [1,2]. Compared to
onventional batteries, fuel cells offer higher efficiencies and higher
nergy densities. Furthermore, unlike batteries, fuel cells may be
nstantaneously recharged by replacing fuel cartridges. Hydro-
en fueled polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are
mong the most developed fuel cell technologies and are used for
ow-temperature stationary and extraterrestrial applications [3].
owever, for portable applications, safety concerns and practical

ssues associated with on-board hydrogen storage have spurred
esearch towards the development of direct liquid fuel cells that
enefit from the high energy density and easier storage of many
rganic fuels. Nafion (acidic) membrane-based direct methanol
uel cells (DMFCs) and direct formic acid fuel cells (DFAFCs) have

een the most extensively researched for portable applications
4,5]. Traditionally, direct liquid alkaline membrane fuel cell tech-
ologies have been hampered by carbonate formation which clogs
embrane pores and deactivates electrocatalysts. Recently, signif-
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icant efforts have been focused on developing high performance
anion exchange membranes (AEMs) for alkaline fuel cells which
reduce the adverse effects of carbonate formation [6–8]. Despite
these improvements, the performance of both alkaline and acidic
membrane-based fuel cells is hindered by membrane-related issues
such as water management (i.e. electrode dry-out/flooding) and fuel
crossover. The former occurs at higher current densities when the
water generated or consumed at the respective electrodes cannot
be removed or replenished sufficiently quickly to maintain sta-
ble performance. Thus, such membrane-based systems at times
require ancillary components, i.e. water management systems,
which increase device complexity and lower the overall specific
energy of the system. The second, fuel crossover, occurs when fuel
migrates through the membrane and reacts on the cathode causing
mixed potentials, thereby reducing performance. Crossover may be
mitigated by diluting fuel streams but this, in turn, reduces system
energy density.

To overcome these membrane-related issues, we have devel-
oped air-breathing laminar flow-based fuel cells (LFFCs) where
fuel and electrolyte streams are compartmentalized in a single
microchannel allowing for ionic transport and eliminating the
need for a physical barrier (Fig. 1) [9,10]. A gas diffusion elec-
trode (GDE) exposed to ambient air is used as the cathode [11].
The simple membraneless architecture eliminates water manage-
ment issues, facilitates by-product removal (i.e. carbonates) and

enables fuel and media flexibility. Moreover, on the micro-scale,
fuel crossover can only occur via diffusion (laminar flow regime)
and may be minimized by adjusting stream flow rates and vary-
ing channel dimensions [12]. Placing a reference electrode at
the fuel cell outlet allows for independent analysis of individual

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00134686
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/electacta
mailto:kenis@illinois.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2009.07.011
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ig. 1. Schematic of an air-breathing laminar flow-based fuel cell (LFFC): a 0.2-
m thick PMMA window is positioned between a catalyst-covered graphite plate
anode) and an air-breathing gas diffusion electrode (cathode).

lectrodes and detailed characterization of performance-limiting
actors [13].

This paper reports on the performance of air-breathing LFFCs
perating with five different fuels (formic acid, methanol, ethanol,
ydrazine, and sodium borohydride) in either acidic or alkaline
edia. In addition to demonstrating fuel and media flexibility, we

resent two powerful in situ analytical techniques, electrochemical
mpedance spectroscopy (EIS) and single electrode characteriza-
ion, for investigating LFFC performance.

. Experimental

.1. Electrode preparation

For each fuel, unless noted otherwise, 10 mg/cm2 of the appro-
riate noble metal catalyst and 1.5 mg/cm2 of Nafion binder
DuPont) were painted onto an exposed area of the graphite plate
sed as an anode. For all experiments, unless noted otherwise,
mg/cm2 unsupported platinum (Pt) nanoparticles (Alfa Aesar) and
.1 mg/cm2 Nafion binder were painted onto a Toray carbon paper
as diffusion layer (EFCG “S” type electrode, E-Tek). Table 1 shows
he anode and cathode catalysts used with each fuel. After applica-
ion of the catalyst ink, the cathode GDE was hot-pressed (Carver)
t 340 psi and 130 ◦C for 5 min.

.2. Fuel cell assembly and testing

A graphite plate (0.5-cm thick) with three holes (two inlets, and
ne outlet) was used as the anode. Polyethylene tubes (Cole Parmer,

.d. = 1.57 mm) were attached, with 5-min epoxy glue (Devcon, MA),
o the inlets and outlet. A 0.2-cm thick polymethylmethacrylate
PMMA) separator with a precision machined 3-cm long, 0.33-cm
ide window is placed directly over the anodic plate. The cathode
DE is positioned on top of the PMMA window with the catalyst

acing the microfluidic channel. A graphite window functioning as
current collector is placed over the cathode. For the air-breathing
onfiguration, a second PMMA sheet with a window is positioned
ver the current collector on the cathodic side to enable oxy-
en to diffuse from ambient air to the cathode. For the hydrogen
athode configuration, a polycarbonate chamber (5 cm (L) × 1 cm
W) × 0.5 cm (H)) was used to flow hydrogen (laboratory grade,

able 1
uels, electrode catalyst and total catalyst loading (mg/cm2) combinations employed in a

uel Anode

Catalyst Loading (

ormic acid Pd black 10
ethanol Pt/Ru black 10

thanol Pt/Ru black 10
odium borohydride Pt black 10

ydrazine Pt black 10
Pt/C 2

t/Ru black is 50:50 at.%, Pt/C is 50 wt% Pt on Vulcan XC 72R.
Acta 54 (2009) 7099–7105

S. J. Smith) over the cathode at 50 sccm. In both cases, the mul-
tilayer assembly was held together with binder clips (Highmark).
Prior to experimentation, the LFFC was leak tested by flowing Milli-
pore water through the fluidic chamber for several minutes. In the
few cases leaking was observed, typically due to misalignment of
the layers, the LFFC was disassembled and realigned. We did not
observe leaking during subsequent operation of the LFFCs.

The fuel cell assembly was tested using acidic (anode stream:
fuel + 0.5 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4), cathode stream: 0.5 M H2SO4)
or alkaline (anode stream: fuel + 1 M potassium hydroxide (KOH),
cathode stream: 1 M KOH) conditions. Fuel and electrolyte flow
rates were controlled by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus).
Unless noted otherwise, the flow rate of each of the streams was
0.3 mL/min (total flow rate of 0.6 mL/min). Polarization curves were
obtained by steady-state chronoamperometric measurements at
different cell potentials using a potentiostat (Autolab PGSTA-30,
EcoChemie). Polarization curves were obtained by steady-state
chronoamperometric measurements at different cell potentials
using a potentiostat (Autolab PGSTA-30, EcoChemie). Potentiostat
leads were attached to the anodic and cathodic graphite current col-
lectors via copper alligator clips. The working electrode lead was
attached to the anode while the reference and counter electrode
leads were combined and attached to the cathode. The potentio-
stat was used to generate an applied potential, and a multimeter,
with its leads attached to the anodic and cathodic graphite cur-
rent collectors, was used to determine the actual cell potential. This
configuration to measure the cell potential eliminates any contri-
butions due to contact resistances between the alligator clips of
the leads and the graphite current collector plates. The steady-
state current measurements observed at each cell potential were
recorded using General Purpose Electrochemical System (GPES)
software (EcoChemie) provided with the potentiostat used. The
exposed geometric surface area of the anode (0.66 cm2) was used
to calculate current and power densities. After passing between the
anodic plate and the air-breathing cathode, the fluidic streams exit
the fuel cell through a plastic tube (Cole Parmer, i.d. = 1.57 mm) and
are collected in a beaker. A reference electrode (Ag/AgCl in saturated
NaCl, BAS) was placed in the beaker enabling independent anal-
ysis of individual electrode polarization [11,13,14]. In prior work,
we have shown that no significant potential drop occurs along the
tubing connecting the fuel cell with the reference electrode [13].
Individual anode and cathode polarization was measured using two
multimeters, functioning in voltmeter mode, attached to the refer-
ence electrode and each of the graphite plate current collectors. For
the in situ single electrode characterization experiments and the
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments (Auto-
lab PGSTA-30 with FRA module, EcoChemie), a dynamic hydrogen
electrode (DHE) was created by flowing hydrogen over the cath-

ode. In situ single electrode studies were performed using the DHE
as a counter and a reference electrode. Steady-state currents were
recorded at different cell potentials using a potentiostat (Autolab
PGSTA-30, EcoChemie). AC impedance spectra were measured in
the constant voltage mode by decreasing frequencies from 10 kHz

ll LFFC studies.

Cathode

mg/cm2) Catalyst Loading (mg/cm2)

Pt black 2
Pt black 2
Pt black 2
Pt black 2

Pt black 2
Pt/C 2
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Fig. 2. (a) Polarization and power density curves of an air-breathing acidic LFFC
F.R. Brushett et al. / Electroch

o 30 mHz at 9 points/decade. The modulating voltage was 10 mV
oot mean squared. The impedance spectra were used to measure
nternal cell resistance (Rcell) which includes electrolyte ionic con-
uctivity and to measure charge-transfer resistance (Rct) for the
nodic fuel oxidation reactions. All studies were performed at room
emperature.

.3. Ex situ electrochemical studies

Single electrode studies of the individual anodes were per-
ormed in a three-electrode electrochemical cell. Pt wire (Alfa
esar) and Ag/AgCl (BAS) were used as the counter and refer-
nce electrodes. Prior to testing, the fuel and electrolyte solutions
ere bubbled with nitrogen or argon to remove oxygen. Exper-

ments were performed under a nitrogen or argon environment
t room temperature. The steady-state currents were recorded at
ifferent cell potentials, using a potentiostat (Autolab PGSTA-30,
coChemie), and compared to the in situ single electrode studies.

. Results and discussion

Here, fuel and media flexible air-breathing laminar flow-based
uel cells (LFFCs) are investigated using five different fuels (formic
cid, methanol, ethanol, hydrazine and sodium borohydride) under
cidic or alkaline conditions. Furthermore, the same cell was used
o demonstrate two easily-applicable in situ analytical techniques
or anode optimization in a direct ethanol LFFC in both acidic and
lkaline media.

.1. Performance in acidic media

The performance of air-breathing LFFCs using methanol,
thanol, formic acid and hydrazine were investigated under acidic
onditions (0.5 M H2SO4). The fifth fuel, sodium borohydride, is only
tudied in alkaline conditions (see below) because it is unstable
nder acidic conditions [15–17].

In Fig. 2a we show the cell performance for a LFFC operated
ith methanol (Pt/Ru anode catalyst, as reported previously [14]),

s well as of LFFCs operated with ethanol (Pt/Ru anode catalyst) and
ormic acid (Pd anode catalyst). Peak power densities of 11.8, 1.90
nd 26.0 mW/cm2 and open circuit potentials (OCPs) of 0.93, 0.41
nd 0.94 V were observed for methanol, ethanol and formic acid,
espectively. The high OCP observed for the direct methanol LFFC
ompares favorably to OCPs of 0.5–0.8 V reported for Nafion-based
MFCs [4,18,19]. The higher OCP in the LFFCs studied here indicates
inimal fuel crossover under the operating conditions used. Fur-

hermore, the observed peak power density of 11.8 mW/cm2 for the
irect methanol LFFC is comparable to power densities reported for
iniaturized conventional DMFCs of 2–15 mW/cm2 [4,18,19]. The

ow performance of direct methanol and ethanol LFFCs, compared
o the direct formic acid LFFC, can be attributed to poor oxidation
inetics in acidic media as evident from the anode polarization
urves (Fig. 2b). Cathodic potential losses can be attributed to oxy-
en reduction reaction (ORR) overpotentials which can account
or up to 0.3–0.4 V losses on Pt catalysts [20,21]. Both methanol
nd ethanol electro-oxidation are challenging multi-step reactions
nvolving the formation of strongly adsorbed intermediate species
n the catalytic surface [14,22,23]. Methanol oxidation is hindered
y generated carbon monoxide (CO) which poisons the Pt/Ru cata-

yst surface reducing the electrochemically active surface area and

xhibiting activation and kinetic losses. Similarly, ethanol oxidation
s inhibited by generated CO and various C1 and C2 hydrocarbon
esidues which deactivate the Pt/Ru catalytic surface even worse.
omplete ethanol electro-oxidation on Pt/Ru catalyst remains dif-
cult as cleavage of the strong C–C bond is challenging [23,24].
operated formic acid, methanol and ethanol. (b) Corresponding anode and cathode
polarization curves. In all experiments, [fuel] is 1 M, [H2SO4] is 0.5 M, stream flow
rates were 0.3 mL/min and all testing was performed at room temperature.

These intermediates are removed via further oxidation by surface-
adsorbed hydroxyls (OH), ideally to form carbon dioxide (CO2). In
acidic media, OH species are formed by the decomposition of water
which occurs at high potentials leading to significant polarization
losses on the anode [25]. Indeed, Pt/Sn alloys are known to exhibit
enhanced ethanol oxidation activity compared to Pt/Ru, but C–C
bond cleavage is still a problem [26,27]. The focus of this study is
highlighting the fuel and media flexibility afforded to air-breathing
LFFCs by the membraneless architecture, so we used Pt/Ru catalyst
for both methanol and ethanol. The enhanced performance of direct
formic acid LFFCs can be attributed to superior formic acid oxidation
kinetics on the Pd catalyst used. Formic acid directly oxidizes to CO2
on Pd catalyst bypassing the formation of CO intermediates result-
ing in acidic direct formic acid LFFCs to deliver the highest power
densities [28]. Despite lower LFFC performances, both methanol
and ethanol are still regarded as promising fuels due to their high
energy densities, 6073 and 8028 Wh/g, respectively, compared to
formic acid, 1630 Wh/g.

Direct hydrazine fuel cells are eco-friendly zero-emission power
sources because hydrazine produces only protons and nitrogen
gas upon complete electro-oxidation [29–32]. At low hydrazine
concentrations (i.e. 1 M) in 0.5 M H2SO4, poorly soluble hydrazine
sulfate is formed as evidenced by the appearance of a white precipi-
tate. In contrast, at a hydrazine concentration of 3 M in 0.5 M H2SO4,
more soluble dihydrazine sulfate forms [33]. Thus, we performed all

experiments with 3 M hydrazine. The polarization and power den-
sity curves shown in Fig. 3a represent the performance of a direct
hydrazine LFFC using unsupported catalyst (anode: 10 mg/cm2 Pt
and cathode: 2 mg/cm2 Pt) and carbon-supported catalyst (anode
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Fig. 3. (a) Polarization and power density curves of an air-breathing acidic LFFC
operated with hydrazine using unsupported Pt catalysts (anode: 10 mg/cm2 Pt and
cathode: 2 mg/cm2 Pt) and supported Pt catalysts (anode and cathode: 1 mg/cm2 Pt).
F
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methanol and direct ethanol LFFCs are due to enhanced alcohol
oxidation kinetics and oxygen reduction kinetics in alkaline media
(Fig. 4b) compared to their performance in acidic media [34–36].
Furthermore, the higher open circuit potentials and improved per-
formance indicate less electrode surface poisoning. Specifically, the
urther polarization and power density curves for LFFC operated with hydrazine and
sing supported Pt catalysts at (b) different flow rates and (c) with different oxygen
elivery methods. In all experiments, [hydrazine] is 3 M and [H2SO4] is 0.5 M and all
esting was performed at room temperature.

nd cathode: 2 mg/cm2 Pt on Vulcan XC-72R (Pt/C), 50 wt% Pt, E-
ek; hitherto referred to as 1 mg/cm2 Pt). Peak power densities of
6.1 and 80.0 mW/cm2 were observed when using unsupported
nd supported Pt catalyst, respectively. The dramatic improvement
n cell performance using carbon-supported catalysts is due to (i)
educed particle aggregation which improves Pt utilization and (ii)
inimized resistive losses in the catalyst layer due to the improved
onductivity of the carbonaceous support. The maximum power
ensity observed with the supported catalyst coincides with the
nset of mass transport limitations. When the fuel and electrolyte
tream flow rates are each increased from 0.3 to 0.6 mL/min, the
Acta 54 (2009) 7099–7105

peak power density remains constant while the maximum current
density slightly increases (Fig. 3b). When the cathode was exposed
to a 50 sccm oxygen flow rather than quiescent air, the peak power
density and maximum current density did not increase (Fig. 3c),
which indicates that this LFFC configuration, with supported Pt
catalysts, is not limited by oxygen transport.

The performance of the direct hydrazine LFFCs reported here
compares favorably to those reported in literature [29–31]. Direct
hydrazine fuel cells reported in the literature use Nafion 117-based
membrane electrode assemblies using 2 or 3 mg/cm2 of unsup-
ported Pt catalyst and operating at 80 ◦C with a forced oxygen flow
on the cathode side [31]. These cells deliver a peak power den-
sity of 60 mW/cm2 whereas the air-breathing, membraneless LFFCs
reported here produce 80 mW/cm2 at room temperature with a
relatively lower Pt catalyst loading of 1 mg/cm2.

3.2. Performance in alkaline media

Next, the performances of air-breathing LFFCs using methanol,
ethanol, and sodium borohydride as fuels were investigated under
alkaline conditions (1 M KOH). The polarization and power den-
sity curves shown in Fig. 4a represent the cell performance with
methanol and ethanol (both at 1 M). Peak power densities of 17.2
and 12.1 mW/cm2 were observed for methanol and ethanol, respec-
tively. The significant improvement in the performance of direct
Fig. 4. (a) Polarization and power density curves of an air-breathing alkaline LFFC
operated with methanol and ethanol. (b) Corresponding anode and cathode polar-
ization curves. In all experiments, [fuel] is 1 M, [KOH] is 1 M, stream flow rate is
0.3 mL/min and all testing was performed at room temperature.
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the driving force of ethanol transport to the anode. For both the 3-
electrode and the LFFC-based cells, ethanol oxidation in alkaline
media starts at a lower potential and produces higher current den-
sities than in acidic media due to the aforementioned enhanced
reaction kinetics in alkaline solution [34,36].
ig. 5. Polarization and power density curves of an air-breathing alkaline LFFC oper-
ted with 1 M sodium borohydride and in 1 M KOH both flowing at 0.3 mL/min at
oom temperature.

trongly adsorbed intermediates formed at the anode, i.e. CO, C1 and
2 hydrocarbon residues, formed at the anode oxidize more readily
y reacting with surface OH species which readily adsorb from the
lkaline solution.

Sodium borohydride, the fifth fuel studied, has an energy den-
ity of 9295 Wh/g, is often discounted as a fuel due to its limited
tability in acidic media [15–17]. However, sodium borohydride is
ighly stable in alkaline media [37]. Moreover, LFFCs can operate

nterchangeably in acidic or alkaline media thus direct borohydride
FFCs hold promise as a micro-scale power source [9,14,38]. The
olarization and power density curves (Fig. 5) represent the LFFC
erformance using a 1 M sodium borohydride and 1 M KOH where
peak power density of 101 mW/cm2 was observed. This excellent
erformance is due to the enhanced electrocatalytic activity of Pt
owards the oxidation of the borohydride anion as compared to the
ther fuels studied here.

.3. In situ diagnostics

In addition to facilitating fuel and electrolyte flexibility, the
embraneless LFFC architecture enables the in situ application of

wo powerful analytical techniques: single electrode characteriza-
ion and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). A dynamic
ydrogen electrode (DHE) is created by flowing hydrogen over
he cathode. This cathode now serves as both the reference and
ounter electrode and thus provides a simple and accurate means
f anode characterization within an operating fuel cell. Such a
haracterization platform is ideal for elucidating electrode kinetics
nd transport processes that govern anode performance. Previ-
usly, others have used a hydrogen cathode to investigate anode
erformance in DMFCs [39–41]. However, as with all polymer elec-
rolyte membrane-based fuel cell systems, the electrode analysis is
ampered by membrane limitations such as water management. A

aminar flow-based characterization platform not only eliminates
hese membrane-related constraints but also enables operation
nder wide range of experimental conditions, i.e. adjustable pH
ithin a single cell. The performance of DE-LFFC under acidic (0.5 M
2SO4) and alkaline (1 M KOH) conditions can be compared as the
HE shifts linearly with pH, approximately −59 mV per pH unit

36].
The two diagnostic methods are demonstrated using a direct

thanol LFFC (DE-LFFC) in alkaline or acidic media, and operated

ith a hydrogen cathode as explained above. As previously men-

ioned, ethanol is a promising fuel due to its high energy density and
ts availability from biomass [15]. Poor ethanol electro-oxidation
inetics are a key obstacle in the development of direct ethanol fuel
Acta 54 (2009) 7099–7105 7103

cells. For both diagnostic methods, carbon paper with the desired
anode catalyst loading is clamped between the graphite plate and
the microfluidic channel. Three holes in the carbon paper provide
access for the two inlet streams and the one outlet stream. Now
in situ (LFFC) and ex situ (3-electrode cell) electrode performance
data can be directly compared. In the 3-electrode cell, the linear
potential offset due to the pH difference between the acidic and
alkaline media was accounted for by comparing data on a stationary
absolute scale, versus a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) as we
have shown previously [14,36]. Fig. 6a shows single electrode stud-
ies characterizing anode performance in acidic and alkaline media
in a 3-electrode cell. At potentials greater than 0.65 V vs. RHE, the
anode, in both media, encounters mass transport limitations (data
not shown). In situ single electrode studies, in the LFFC (Fig. 6b)
show similar trends which confirms appropriate performance of
the LFFC-based analytical platform. As previously mentioned, for
the in situ measurements, the hydrogen cathode acts as the DHE
and provides a stationary absolute scale for comparing acidic and
alkaline data. Note, the extent of mass transport is a key difference
between the studies. Unlike the 3-electrode cell which relies on
diffusive transport, the LFFC relies on convective transport thus no
mass transport limitations are observed at potentials greater than
0.65 V vs. DHE. The flowing fuel and electrolyte streams simultane-
ously decrease the depletion boundary layer thickness and increase
Fig. 6. Single electrode characterization of a DE-LFFC anode in (a) a three-electrode
cell, and in (b) a LFFC using a hydrogen cathode. In all experiments, [ethanol] is 1 M,
[H2SO4] is 0.5 M, [KOH] is 1 M, stream flow rates are 0.3 mL/min (in the LFFC) and all
testing was performed at room temperature.
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fuel cell under a wide range of experimental conditions. However,
ig. 7. Impedance spectra of DE-LFFC operated with 1 M ethanol under both acidic
0.5 M H2SO4) and alkaline (1 M KOH) conditions at stream flow rates of 0.3 mL/min.
hydrogen cathode was used as a counter/reference electrode and the cell potential

s 200 mV.

We further characterized the performance of a DE-LFFC operated
n either acidic (0.5 M H2SO4) or alkaline (1 M KOH) media using
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). For these experi-
ents, a hydrogen cathode was used instead of an air-breathing

athode. This will minimize the cathodic contribution to the overall
uel cell response because the hydrogen evolution reaction kinetics
re significantly faster than ORR kinetics [42]. In EIS studies, a small
lternating current perturbation of varying frequency is applied to
DE-LFFC to decouple the transport and electrochemical phenom-
na that govern fuel cell performance. In Fig. 7, the Nyquist plots of
oth experiments exhibit similar features that only differ in magni-
ude. The high frequency intercept (initial data point closest to the
riginal) on the x-axis represents the cell resistance (Rcell), which

ncludes electrolyte solution resistance and any contact resistances.
ere, the observed Rcell values are 2.5 and 2.4 �/cm2 for the fuel

ell configuration operated with acidic and alkaline media, respec-
ively. The difference between these measured resistances and the
olution resistance (0.85 and 0.92 � for 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1 M KOH,
espectively [43]) is due to contact resistance between the alligator
lips and the graphite current collectors on the order of 1.5 �/cm2.
omparative analyses can still be performed because the exact
ame fuel cell configuration is used in both cases.

The semicircular-shaped curves represent the electrode reac-
ions, which can be described by two Rct–Ccpe parallel circuits
ith different time constants. Ccpe is a constant phase element

apacitance describing the porous, distributed nature of the GDEs
44]. Rct is the charge-transfer resistance, with the diameter of the
emicircular-shaped curves representing the combined Rct’s of the
nodic and cathodic electrochemical reactions. Here, the measured
ct values are 18.8 and 4.2 �/cm2 for the fuel cell configuration
perated with acidic and alkaline media, respectively. The lower
ct observed under alkaline conditions is further evidence of more

acile ethanol oxidation reaction kinetics in alkaline media confirm-
ng the results observed in the in situ single electrode studies (Fig. 6)
nd the DE-LFFC performance studies (Figs. 2 and 4).

At high frequencies, a discernable inflection exists in the semi-
ircular features of both Nyquist plots, indicative of multiple
ontributions to the overall charge-transfer resistance. The slow
thanol oxidation reaction on the anode is the dominant contri-
ution. Ion resistance and transport limitations within the porous

DEs are known as possible additional contributions causing an

nflection [44,45].
At low frequencies, a “Warburg” response (approximately lin-

ar continuation of the data, at a 45◦ angle) is observed under
Acta 54 (2009) 7099–7105

both operating conditions. This indicates that mass transport,
specifically ethanol diffusion to the anode, is limiting DE-LFFC
performance [46]. Such mass transport limitations are expected
considering the low cell potential of 0.2 V (i.e. high current den-
sities) at which these EIS spectra were obtained. This comparative
analysis confirms that enhanced reaction kinetics is the source of
the observed performance improvements for DE-LFFCs operated
with alkaline media.

Furthermore, the above also highlights that use of a hydrogen
electrode as the cathode allows for detailed in situ anode studies.
The anode environment can be tailored by controlling composition
of the fuel and electrolyte streams. Thus, the present fuel cell con-
figuration has potential as an analytical platform to investigate and
optimize novel catalysts, electrode architectures as well as proto-
cols for their preparation.

4. Conclusions

The membraneless architecture of laminar flow-based fuel cells
(LFFCs) not only facilitates fuel and electrolyte flexibility but
enables the simple in situ application of powerful analytical meth-
ods. Here, we demonstrate the versatility of air-breathing LFFCs
using a wide range of liquid fuels (methanol, ethanol, formic acid,
hydrazine and sodium borohydride) under acidic and alkaline con-
ditions. Acidic LFFCs operated with formic acid showed superior
performance as compared to methanol and ethanol however both
alcohols remain promising fuels due to their high energy densi-
ties. A hydrazine fueled acidic LFFC compares very favorably with
results reported in literature and appears a promising micro-scale
power source for applications where safety is less of an issue than,
for example, in consumer electronics. Enhanced electro-activity
was observed for alkaline LFFCs. As long as the fuel is stable in
alkaline media, as is the case for methanol, ethanol and sodium
borohydride, but not for hydrazine and formic acid, this advan-
tage of enhanced performance can be exploited when using a
LFFC.

In the various LFFC experiments with different fuels, anode
catalysts are matched to the fuel to optimize electro-oxidation
kinetics. Because some fuels use identical catalysts, e.g., methanol
and ethanol use Pt/Ru, hydrazine and sodium borohydride use
Pt, such LFFCs may be interchangeably operated with a desired
and/or available fuel and media combination. The performance of
the air-breathing LFFCs operating with the different fuels reported
here may still be further optimized by varying structural parame-
ters (e.g., electrode-to-electrode distance, electrode length) and/or
operational parameters (e.g., higher flow rates, higher temperature,
electrolyte composition). In addition, better electrical connections
will significantly reduce the contact resistances encountered in
some of the experiments. Moreover, the catalyst composition (e.g.,
Pt/Sn as opposed to Pt/Ru catalyst for DE-LFFCs) and electrode
preparation procedures can be optimized further.

The introduction of a hydrogen cathode transformed the air-
breathing LFFC into a robust fuel and media flexible anode
characterization platform. This configuration enables optimization
of anode performance using in situ single electrode character-
ization and EIS to elucidate reaction kinetics and to identify
performance limiting factors. This tool is particularly useful for
investigating challenging reactions, i.e. ethanol electro-oxidation.
Furthermore, this platform enables rapid and inexpensive test-
ing of novel catalysts and electrode architectures in an operating
any optimization effort also must keep overall fuel cell system
implications in mind because varying any operational parame-
ter will not only impact power density but also fuel utilization
[12].
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